[The effect of the deprivation of paradoxical sleep on the rotational and stereotyped behavior induced by selective agonists of the dopamine receptors].
The ability of selective D1 and D2 agonists of dopamine (DA) receptors SKE-38393 and Ly-171555 to induce rotational and stereotypes behaviour were studied in rats with unilateral striatal kainic acid lesion before and after procedure of REM sleep deprivation (REMSD) lasting for 5 days. It was found that REMSD SKF-38393 given along induced the ipsilateral rotation. REMSD increased the circling and decreased an oral stereotype simultaneously when SKF-38393 and Ly-171555 were given together. The depletion of brain DA in part with alpha-methyl-p-tyrosine (AMPT) in nondeprived rats fails to influence the rotational behaviour and stereotype when SKF 38393 was injected 30 min following Ly-171555. After REMSD the AMPT pretreatment prevents the rotational behaviour caused by Ly-171555 which restores SKF-38393. The results suggest that prolonged REMSD may induce nonidentical changes in the sensitivity of the postsynaptic D1 and D2 receptors.